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  Founded in 2008, Meitu is an AI-driven technology company that carries "beauty" as its core ideal. To "let art and technology converge elegantly", Meitu is developing outstanding image production and design tools that streamline the production of photo, video, design and virtual humans, while striving to advance industry digitalization through "beauty"-related solutions. Meitu was listed on the main board of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in December 2016 with the stock code: 1357.HK.
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                Meitu
              

              The Meitu App is a must-have photo and video editor that has accumulated over 1 billion users worldwide. According to QuestMobile, an authoritative domestic data agency, the Meitu App has the maintained No. 1 spot in the picture beautification category, regarding userbase, since its launch in 2008.
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                BeautyCam
              

              A trendy cam designed for young users. Based on portraits, the app offers powerful beautification functions to its users. As per data from QuestMobile, BeautyCam's user size and MAU continue to be at the top among industry rankings.
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                Wink
              

              Wink is widely acclaimed video editing software, particularly popular among younger users. Its key feature, advanced video quality restoration, has garnered significant praise. Wink also simplifies video editing by offering a one-tap portrait enhancement tool, making it as simple as editing photos. To accommodate diverse requirements, Wink has introduced WinkStudio, a desktop version designed for productivity scenarios, now available on both Mac and Windows platforms. In the future, Wink will establish a connection between the software and desktop products to enhance both services. We will incorporate and refine advanced AI-driven video generation tools, such as AI animation, eraser, mosaic repair, and color correction, to better support creators in their video production.
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              meitueve
            

            MeituEve uses its industry-leading AI skin analysis algorithm to provide technical support and scenario-based solutions for the skin research and skin management industries. MeituGenius is Meitu’s virtual trial product for commercial use, allowing brands the ability to offer customers high- fidelity virtual makeup trials, accessory trials, virtual hair dye, contact lens trials, facial features analysis, and more.
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              Meidd
            

            Meidd is an industrial Internet platform focused on retail cosmetics. Adhering to the mission of "making cosmetic retailing easier", Meidd helps offline cosmetic stores solve store management, membership operations, commodity procurement, and other personnel/commodity/site problems. Using ERP systems, marketing tools, and procurement platforms, Meidd helps cosmetic stores provide customers with a better shopping experience.
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              MT Lab
            

            The Meitu Imaging & Vision Lab (MT Lab) is dedicated to algorithms research and products grounded in computer vision, machine learning, augmented reality, cloud computing and other fields, with core technologies including facial technology, human body technology, image recognition, image processing, image generation and more.
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            Meitu announces its 2023 annual results: AI propels a significant increase in net profit, rising by 233.2% to RMB 370 million

            On March 15, 2024, Meitu (1357.HK) unveiled its 2023 annual financial results: The total revenue reached RMB 2.7 billion, marking a year-over-year growth of 29.3%. The adjusted net profit attributable to owners of the company was RMB 370 million, a year-over-year increase of 233.2%.
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            Meitu has been honored with the Craftsmanship Brand Award

            On December 29, Meitu (1357.HK), renowned for its industry-leading technological innovation and sparkling brand reputation, was honored with the Craftsmanship Brand award at the 20th Craftsmanship Brand Awards hosted by People.cn.
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            Meitu has been recognized as a 2023 Listed Company with an Innovative ESG Practice Case

            On December 27, Meitu (1357.HK) was recognized as a 2023 Listed Company with an Innovative ESG Practice Case. This acknowledgment is a result of their initiatives in product innovation, green and low-carbon endeavors, and social responsibility.
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            The Meitu App proudly crowned as the Most Loved App by Female Internet Users in China for 2023

            On December 19, the Meitu App was honored with the title of "Most Loved App by Female Internet Users in China." This recognition stems from their deep understanding of female users and their consistent commitment to product innovation.
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            Telephone report for illegal and harmful information: 400-990-9696
            

            
            
            Qualification certificate of Internet drug information service: (Min)
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